Spring Weed Control

Jenna Meeks, Goshen County Weed & Pest
Must ask questions

WHAT IS IT?
- Grass or broadleaf
- Annual or perennial
- Time of year

WHERE IS IT?
- Lawn
- Buildings, sheds
- Driveway
- Pasture

HOW MUCH IS THERE?
- Herbicide
- Mechanical
- Cost

TIME OF YEAR
Calibrate

Do you really want to know the cost of not calibrating?

www.goshenweedandpest.com/how-do-i.html
IS THIS PRODUCT STILL GOOD?
Did it freeze? Is it old? DON'T just give an extra "glug," read the SDS. Most products just need brought to ambient temperature and a shake.

WHY ISN'T THE PLANT DEAD YET?
Most herbicides are systemic. They need the plant to be "growing" to move the product. Give it at least a week of hot weather, longer if cooler.

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO SPRAY?
Sleep in! For the first few hours after dawn, plants will be covered in dew. A dry, non-stressed plant will uptake herbicide most efficiently.

DO I ADD WATER? HOW MUCH?
There is a big difference between ready-to-use (RTU) and concentrate products. How much concentrate to add depends on sprayer calibration.
WEAR PPE
NO latex gloves, flip flops, or shorts.
Launder clothing appropriately.

CLEAN YOUR SPRAYER
Chemicals can be hard on tubing, filters, etc. Rinse with approved cleaner.

BEWARE OF FORUMS
A "homemade," "organic," "less toxic" formula from random.com isn't your friend.